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In written form, English is divided into which of the following to distinguish on main idea from

other main ideas?

Sentences Paragraphs Phrases Words

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The central idea in a paragraph is usually stated in a ........ .

Topic sentence Key word Key phrase Other

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One good way to limit your topic is to place keywords or phrases in which of the following?

End of a paragraph Topic sentence

Middle of a paragraph Other

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following is not a way to develop and clarify a topic sentence in writing?

Examples Details gestures Anecdotes

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which is a particular part or characteristic of a whole thing or a whole idea?

Detail Example Anecdotes Fact

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is obejectively verifiable?

Example Anecdotes Fact Detail

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is enumeration used for in English?

Paragraph development Sentence development

Phrase development Word development

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Enumerators are valuable ..... ?

Topic sentences Key words Phrases Paragraphs

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

'This keeps the reader interested, Since the paragraph has a kind of dramatic structure to it.'

What does the above explain?

Ascending order Descending order

Topic sentence Key word

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When supporting sentences are arranged in a step-by-step sequence which tells how something is

made or done, What is this development called?

Chronology Process Enumeration Topic sentence

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Process paragraphs most commonly use which enumeration?

Step Stage

Phase Step, Stage and Phase

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Which includes choice of verb and tense?

Time clue Repetition

Pronoun reference Step

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What are the words and phrases used to join two complete grammatical sentences?

Sentences connectors Key words

Topic sentence Key phrases

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What are Conjunctions of cause and effect always preceded by?

Semicolons Periods Commas Question mark

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In what does the first event leads to or influences the second, the second leads to or influences

the third, and so on?

Chain reaction Cause-effect

Chronological order Ascending order

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What does pointing out likenesses mean?

Contrast Comparison

Structural signals Effect

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

How many ways are there in which to organize your material when you wish to develop a contrast

paragraph?

One Two Three Four

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which structures are used in writing paragraphs of comparison?

Listing signals Enumerator similarities

Listing signals and Enumerator similarities None

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following is a paragraph of definition?

Formal definition Stipulated definition

Op*on 1and 2 None

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is/are a basic structure used in writing definitions?

Those associated with distinguishing features

Those associated with the choice of verb

Op*on 1 and 2

None

20-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Which of the below is not a problem in writing definition?

Circular definition Overextended definition

Overrestricted definition Stipulated definition

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is more powerful and more general than a topic sentence?

Controlling idea Key word Conclusion Abstract

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is not a part of a paper plan?

Introduction Conclusion Topic sentence Body

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What method do good writers usually make use of to develop their topics as paragraphs?

Enumeration method Chronology Method

Cause-effect method Mixed method

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is a specific instance that explains a more general idea?

Example Anecdote Fact Statistics

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When a writer decides to use a signal, Where can it appear?

In the same sentence as the general idea. In the sentence following the general idea.

In the last sentence. Op*on 1 and 2

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is a phrase (a group of words)?

A complete sentence Part of a sentence

Part of a paragraph A complete paragraph

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following topics is an Academic topic?

The behavior of someone in love

Watching television

Describing the way English has influenced your language

Owning a car

28-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which is a numerical fact which presents significant information about a given subject?

Statistics Fiction Number Clue

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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